Commitment
Manager
Get More Savings with Greater Reserved Instance Coverage
Dynamically adapt your AWS discount commitments to real-time application needs and reduce
costs by up to 60%. Zesty’s cloud cost optimization tool, Commitment Manager automatically
buys and sells AWS Reserved Instances (RI) according to changing infrastructure needs. Offering
the full flexibility of On-demand with the discounted pricing structure of Reserved Instances,
Commitment Manager makes it possible to realize top savings without the commitment.
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Zesty saves us over $1 Million per year on EC2,
I wish we had this thing 5 years ago...
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It’s cloud savings on auto-pilot, it’s completely
hands-free, and it saves us a huge amount of time.
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Commitment
Manager
RI Allocation Optimization - How it Works?
Zesty’s algorithm starts collecting near real-time cost and usage data which is analyzed and used to train the
prediction model on the account. At the same time, the algorithm is analyzing the sale prices of RIs in the AWS
marketplace, so that the most lucrative discounts can be picked up. Zesty reacts in real-time by purchasing
RIs based on increases in compute usage and selling RIs based on decreases in usage.
Gradually the solution ramps up so that after a few weeks 95-100% of an environment is covered. This gradual
implementation is the secret sauce behind our flexibility. By purchasing RIs with a small unit count, we can
easily sell off RIs in the event of a usage decrease.
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With Zesty, Armis is able to save 53% on our EC2,
which is amazing. What I love best is the fact that it’s
a no-touch solution.
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